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The autobiography of Swami Rama with 24-page photo insert
The Sanskrit word “Guru” means teacher or guide. To the Pandavas, “Guru” meant a
man by the name of Dronacharya. To Eklavya, “Guru” meant a clay statue. Yet both of
these are examples of a Guru-Disciple relationship. There are many applications of the
concept of Guru. Guru Sutra explains the relationship between the Shishya (the
Disciple) and a SiddhGuru (the Spiritual teacher). How can you identify the Guru in your
life? And how can you as a disciple maximize the learning from your Guru? Find all the
answers in the Guru Sutra.
The beautiful rock-cut Siva temple on Elephanta Island in Bombay Harbor is one of the
finest monuments of Indian religion and art. Until now, interpretation of its magnificent
sculptured scenes has been neglected. In this book, Collins systematically surveys the
pertinent Vedic, Epic, and early Puranic literature as well as the contributions of India’s
foremost poet and dramatist, Kalidasa, to reveal sources for and interpretations of the
subjects of the relief sculptures. This survey shows strong associations with areas
formerly controlled by the classical Gupta dynasty in northern India. This book provides
the first detailing of this link, intimated by others before, which helps to explain the
grandeur of style found in the colossal reliefs. By applying certain aspects of ritual texts
of the Lakulisa-Pasupata, the sect that probably used Elephanta originally, exceptional
clarity is revealed for the worship of the sculptures in a counterclockwise sequence,
quite unusual in India, but appropriate to this particular sect. Lakulisa-Pasupata texts
are invoked in Collins’ theory of how the cave-temple at Elephanta was used. This area
of investigation has been virtually untouched by other scholars for any early Hindu
shrine in India.
Chinese edition of The Power of Your Subconscious Mind. It is as powerful, practical
today as it was in 1963 when it was first published. The suggestions in the book for
developing our subconscious mind are well defined and have proven effective for
almost fifty years. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
An Adventure fantasy for family entertainment, loved by kids, Parents and
Grandparents. Two innocent siblings Riya and Ricky were supposed to cut into pieces
by Girnari wizard, Raktakak.. Her skeleton body was deadly dangerous. She was
having chicken legs with big nails. She was chewing dry toad, whose green juice was
coming out from right side of the mouth. . Her left hands first finger has a ring in which
live scorpion was resting. Middle finger was decorated with transparent glass ring in
which a small bat was sleeping inside... . What happened next? . Baleshwar landed in
front of banyan tree and prostrated (pranam in Hindi) said loudly “Bam Bhole”. The old
wise tree began to woke up with great pain. There was a very strong sound from the
stem. “Baleshwar! How did you come?” Ba-leshwar jumped with reverence
(Shraddhabhav in Hindi)... Someone in drove pulled out the sword and cut my neck. My
neck split from the body. .My body floundered. . The fountain of blood started from my
throat. . All disciples of ‘Aghor’ were dancing and drinking my blood. My dead head fell
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in-to bushes. . My soul was out of my body. I could see my body from outside. My body
was fluttering, and I was not able to do anything. . My soul reached in the ghost cunt. I
left human cunt. I was watching how these murderers were eating my flesh. . One
‘Cunt’ forced dagger in my chest and pulled out my heart. My heart was alive until
then. It was beating ‘dhak dhak dhak’. It has a lot of blood in it. He started sucking my
blood as if drinking coconut water. Those ‘Aghor’ people were very happy, by killing
me.... . The light of his ‘Snakestone’ (Nag Mani) spread all over in the jungle. .
Thirteen ‘Aghori’ were engaged in performing black magic, playing with some ghosts,
at a secret place in the forest. They have seen the light of Snakestone. (Nag Mani) .
What happened next? . Ricky was shocked "Oh my goodness! 'Rice Puller'! . The whole
world is crazy for it. Nasa's scientists are also behind this. It is near me! Unbelievable!! I
know it is worth of billions. "....Hermit scared. He came to know that they have now
entered in the elusive area of ‘Raktakak’. . What happened next? . Hermit tossed the
broken shank towards crocodile. Hermit cut another shank of zebra and threw towards
the monster. Then Hermit picked up the zebra and crumpled it into pieces. He was
tossing pieces of zebra. Ricky and Riya were stunned after looking at this. Hermit was
extremely cruel with the zebra, throwing its parts towards the demon-crocodile. Why did
Hermit do this? The next surprise was ... What happened next? . What happened next?
. Fearful, Betal said, “I do not know what you have a grudge with ‘Raktakak’, but to
remove this rock, you have to answer some of my mysterious questions. If you answer
it right then the rock will move automatically and the path will open. " Betal asked the
first question, "Twenty seven minus nine, what is the answer?" Baleshwar was thinking,
Ricky spoke out loud, "zero, zero!" Kalbhairav ??is a form of Lord Shiva. Grey's body
but bright eyes. Divine cinder was on the whole body, which caused the sharp aroma of
the incense sticks. The light was spreading all around his body. . Dogs were around
him, the eternal servants stand with their folded hands. The black clothes were shining
on the body. . The third eye was blinking in between. The third eye was shaking;
perhaps God was angry. . What happened next? . Even with more anger, he was
swinging the sword. Riya was struggling to withstand his sword with a small dagger. He
cut Ricky's right hand with the sword. Ricky shouted. Now Riya got even angrier and
she attacked Raktakak with full force. What happened next? . Grab your copy right
now. Product Description: ‘Adventures at Girnar Mountain’ is a fantasyland story for
children. In this, fairy tale children meet the wizard ‘Raktakak’ witch and the ghost.
Girnar is a mysterious mountain in India, Gujarat. From my childhood, I have listen
bedtime stories of Hermit Wizards, which are best Indian folk stories for children. New
generation attract to adventure story, king and queen story, thriller story. Kingdom
‘Alaknanada’ is inside the mountain under the river. Two twins, a sister and a brother
eloped by a sage. They were supposed to kill for mysterious powers. Like Harry Potter,
they also get power by the prices and the price. This story has drama, thrill and comedy
also. This is the best example of story for children. In this story, further, there are
fantastic characters like wise banyan tree, talkative snake, flying snake. This story
discusses about Nagmani (Snake Diamond) Rice puller and naglok. (Kingdom of
snakes) The characters are blend with ancient magic but with presence of new
generation. Parents and grandparents are also enjoying this story as this remembers
Childhood Indian folk story for children, as Chandamama. Everyone enjoys this
fairyland story. The attractive part is, some producers have shown interest to make film
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on this story. This story is first part of the series. Total it has eight parts. Next part is
more interesting and more thrilling. About the Author The author Dr Ishwarbhai Joshi is
a child psychologist, expert in behavioral psychology. He has written many storybooks
for children for last twenty-eight years. He has written many textbooks on Spoken
English, music, human behavior, Healings, Spiritual Health, and Power of subconscious
mind. His novel ‘The Rock’ English, ‘Chattan’ in Hindi is no one selling novels in
India. The author has written 36 books on Indian Music, with the series, Hindi geetonki
Saragam. He has deep study of many religions and many cultures. He is a spiritual
Master. His books always reflect Indian culture and its values. He is great philosopher
and thinker. His books not only entertain but gives fantastic knowledge about life.
Review This novel is great fantasy on Indian soil, reflects modern society with old
classic Indian lifestyle*the herald* Absolute entertaining with rich cultural values must
read for every child.*the express* Family entertainment novel which fantasize kids,
parents and the grand parents also, great creation by Dr. Ishwarbhai Joshi*the
Times*Very beautiful child literature which has fantastic paintings inside which makes
this book a world class creation, rarely seen by Indian authors*India today* High level
story narration, speed and shocking turns and twists with thrilling plot is amazing.*the
hindu* About the Author Dr. Ishwarbhai Joshi is Ph.D. in child psychology and human
behavior. He is the scholar of Hindu puran shastra, Ved. He has studied Islam,
Christianity, Buddhism, Jainism, Zarathrushtism and many faiths. He has deep study of
Indian, Mayan, Chinese, Japanese, Greek and Egyptian culture. He has great research
on mind and soul. His philosophical base is very strong with modern thinking. He is
SEO expert, Google Analytics advisor, Web designer and developer, PHP C+++,
Python expert. He is animator and expert of more than 42 software. He is a technocrat
who designed many mechanical devices and machines. He is one of the fantastic
motivators on this earth. He has many followers from every country. He has written
more than 52 books. He is creating books for children, for adults, philosophy, cooking,
music, spiritual health, Digital Marketing, Web designing, marriage life and relations,
Poems, Fantasies, Novels. He is a musician and a singer. He is one of the fibulas’
personalities on this earth. His books will definitely change your life, with new thoughts
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy, balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a
personal property line that marks those things for which we are responsible. In other
words, boundaries define who we are and who we are not. Boundaries impact all areas
of our lives: Physical boundaries help us determine who may touch us and under what
circumstances -- Mental boundaries give us the freedom to have our own thoughts and
opinions -- Emotional boundaries help us to deal with our own emotions and disengage
from the harmful, manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual boundaries help us to
distinguish God's will from our own and give us renewed awe for our Creator -- Often,
Christians focus so much on being loving and unselfish that they forget their own limits
and limitations. When confronted with their lack of boundaries, they ask: - Can I set
limits and still be a loving person? - What are legitimate boundaries? - What if someone
is upset or hurt by my boundaries? - How do I answer someone who wants my time,
love, energy, or money? - Aren't boundaries selfish? - Why do I feel guilty or afraid
when I consider setting boundaries? Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend offer
biblically-based answers to these and other tough questions, showing us how to set
healthy boundaries with our parents, spouses, children, friends, co-workers, and even
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ourselves.
The unbelievable saga portrays the youth turning flamboyant under the influence of
social values. His adventure becomes remarkably proportional to the number of girls he
has encountered. The love flux radiates between the Youth & his three fiancees. The
story focuses on Mr. Vinod Kumar serving the Indian Army for over two decades in
some responsible position across the Valley of Tripura. The character role Vinod, in his
bid to curb such insurgency, finds himself in awkward position on encountering juggling
events only during twelve nights. He finds himself in peculiar position, when he falls in
love with three girls, in tandem, subjecting him to multiple personalities. The cocktail of
rugged army itinerary with youth's escape, social values and destiny might be pretty
interesting.
"Encyclopedia of World Religions" explores the major religions of the world,
emphasizing the living faiths and their background. Each illustrated volume provides
access to the theological concepts, personalities, historical events, institutions, and
movements that helped shape the history of each religion and the way it is practiced.
“Sri Vidya begins where the current understanding of quantum physics ends,” say
modern-day scholars about this little-known, highly esoteric spiritual tradition that has
been carefully kept under wraps by its secretive and serious practitioners. The study of
Sri Vidya is fascinating as much as it is frustrating because information about its various
aspects is exceptionally hard to find. Tantra, Mantra and Yantra of Sri Vidya is an
endeavor to explore the Sri Vidya tradition and understand it as the unfolding of Shakti,
the inherent power which lies at the core of our being and holds the key to our worldly
and spiritual success. Sri Vidya practice comprises tantra (a technique or framework for
worship) whose two main elements are mantra (sacred sound) and yantra (sacred
geometry). Tantra can be described in simple terms as the utilization of the mental
faculty to pursue the objectives of worship using mantra and yantra. Mantra is the use
of sound energy to bring about oneness with the Divine while yantra is a geometric
drawing that serves as a tool to reach the Divine. The book delves into concepts such
as Sankhya, Yoga, Karma and Kundalini in order to establish the context of how Sri
Vidya is to be approached, combining elements of knowledge, devotion and ritual. The
author has kept in mind the sensibilities of the modern spiritual seeker and their needs
and interests, presenting the information in a non-dogmatic and practical manner,
thereby allowing everyone an opportunity to learn and experience the benefits of Sri
Vidya. This is the third book by the author in the Spirituality Series. The first book was
about the Sri Chakra Yantra and the second book had Chakras as its subject.
Iconography and Ritual of Siva at Elephanta, TheSUNY Press
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This book is about my experience with Gurudev Swami Satyanand Saraswati after my sanyas
initiation. Being Aghori and from tantric tradition, I have to learn Aghori and tantric rituals apart
from vedanta philosophy and Brahma Sutras. In this book, I have explained about, how to
acquire siddhis, how and when to use them, how to confirmed acquire siddhis. Everything is
given in detail and will help new aspirants to obtain siddhis in short time.
Hinduism cannot be understood without the Great Goddess and the goddess-orientated ??kta
traditions. The Goddess pervades Hinduism at all levels, from aniconic village deities to highcaste pan-Hindu goddesses to esoteric, tantric goddesses. Nevertheless, the highly influential
tantric forms of South Asian goddess worship have only recently begun to draw scholarly
attention. This book addresses the increasing interest in the Great Goddess and the tantric
traditions of India by exploring the history, doctrine and practices of the ??kta tantric traditions.
The highly influential tantric forms of South Asian goddess worship form a major part of what is
known as ‘??ktism’, and is often considered one of the major branches of Hinduism next to
?aivism, Vai??avism and Sm?rtism. ??ktism is, however, less clearly defined than the other
major branches, and the book looks at the texts of the ??kta traditions that constitute the
primary sources for gaining insights into the ??kta religious imaginative, ritual practices and
history. It provides an historical exploration of distinctive Indian ways of imagining God as
Goddess, and surveys the important origins and developments within ??kta history, practice
and doctrine in its diversity. Bringing together contributions from some of the foremost scholars
in the field of tantric studies, the book provides a platform for the continued research into Hindu
goddesses, yoga, and tantra for those interested in understanding the religion and culture in
South Asia.
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